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Our research addresses the securitisation of small loans originated as part of peer-tobusiness (P2B) lending, rather than the securitisation of peer-to-peer (P2P) originated
consumer finance, or the securitisation of instruments issued as part of investment-based
crowdfunding.1
The extent of P2B lending to micro-enterprises as well as small- and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) in Europe is growing rapidly, even though it remains small compared with
bank loan financing. Based on figures from the UK Peer-to-Peer Finance Association, UK
businesses have obtained £1.4 billion through P2B lending so far.2
With the market getting to scale, we believe that securitisation has the potential to become
a prominent funding instrument for P2B SME lending. Traditionally, banks have exclusively
held the keys to lending for SMEs. As the volume of traditional bank lending to SMEs
has been declining since 2010 in the UK and in the euro area,3 market participants and
policymakers are increasingly focusing on alternative finance as a way to complement bank
lending to SMEs.
The P2B sector continues to grow and adapt to the new regulatory environment. Most
European governments, particularly that of the UK, support the sector's development and
continue to work on developing a regulatory framework for P2B platforms. Additional
bylaws and regulatory guidelines aim to improve transparency without inhibiting origination
channels.
Notwithstanding the ongoing improvement, we consider that market participants should
understand and take into account the inherent risks of P2B lending. Our SME methodology
and modelling tools can address various elements of P2B SME portfolios, including the
collateral's risk profile, obligor profiles and geographical characteristics, among others.
Where appropriate, our rating committees can consider a broad range of factors that we
deem relevant to our analysis. We monitor the latest developments in order to conduct
our analysis and to provide rating services to P2B market participants and investors. The
accumulation of historical performance data through the close monitoring of the P2B sector
will benefit the future securitisation of P2B-originated SME loans and other types of P2P
securitisation.
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Appendix 1 contains a case study of Funding Circle - one of the leading European P2B platforms. As part of the case study, we have
analysed their portfolio characteristics, performance and underwriting practices.

P2B business model matches borrowers with lenders

P2B platforms are web-based platforms that allow individuals or companies to make their capital available to businesses without (or
with much less) traditional intermediation of financial institutions. P2B platforms match borrowers with lenders without a middleman
in the form of a financial institution. P2B lending involves several key parties, including the borrower, the company that provides the
lending platform, retail and institutional lenders who invest in loans, as well as lending banks that may act as lenders of record for P2B
loans (see Exhibit 1).
Exhibit 1

Typical P2B Lending Structure

1) A borrower requests a loan on the P2B company’s website.
2) The P2B company, using technology and proprietary underwriting criteria, assesses the riskiness of each borrower and assigns an estimate of its creditworthiness.
3) Retail and institutional lenders use the P2B company’s website to select loans for investment. P2B companies divide loans into “fractional loans” and “whole loans.” With fractional
loans, a lender can only invest in a portion of the loan. In whole loans, the lender can fund the entire amount.
4) A bank originates the loan to the P2B company and serves as the lender of record for all loans.
5) As evidence of “fractional loan” funding, the P2B company issues pass-through certificates recognizing the right of the lender to a specific portion of the specific loan. “Whole loan”
lenders obtain ownership of the loan.
6) Borrowers make payments to the P2B company, who in turn remits the funds to the relevant lender.
7) The P2B company is responsible for ongoing servicing and collection.
Source: Moody's Investors Service4

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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The Financial Conduct Authority regulates P2B companies in the UK (see “The regulatory and compliance frameworks for P2B lending
continue to develop”). However, unlike banks - which operate in strict regulatory frameworks - online intermediaries face fewer
regulatory lending restrictions and benefit from related cost-efficiency considerations. Many P2B lending platforms do not bear the risk
of underwritten credits. This advantage, combined with lower transactions costs, may enable them to participate in parts of the SME
market that are constrained from bank lending, such as micro-enterprises. P2B platforms also often benefit from significant operating
efficiency based on online technology and minimal infrastructure, which leads to a quicker and less expensive credit process than a
bank.
Historically, in many jurisdictions, origination volumes through the P2P lending model have been higher for relatively homogenous
asset classes, such as installment loans for credit cards and student loan financing. To facilitate the origination of such portfolios, P2P
platforms often use a “loan factory” approach that relies heavily on credit scoring models. We note that SME loans may be less suitable
for a “one-size-fits-all” model-based origination approach. The underwriting practices of traditional SME loan origination normally
require several stages of due diligence, involving an in-depth analysis of the borrower's credit profile, a credit committee or manual
underwriting, which is common for conventional lenders.
Nonetheless, most of the assets in the P2B portfolio that we examined consisted of loans granted to prime and near-prime borrowers.
In terms of their credit profile, these borrowers are broadly comparable to the UK SME population and to obligors in the UK balancesheet SME securitisation transactions that we rate. The performance drivers of P2B and non-P2B SME portfolios of comparable quality
and profile are likely to be similar. Appendix 1 contains a detailed case study of the P2B lending platforms and characteristics of loan
portfolios facilitated by the Funding Circle platform.

We have analysed the SME loan portfolio originated through Funding Circle’s platform, which, as of February 2015, has raised over
£495.7 million since mid-year 2010. In Appendix 1 of this report, we contrast the characteristics of loans of Funding Circle’s platform
against the UK business population, as well as against the SME loan collateral that we see in a sample of UK asset-backed securities
(ABS) SME transactions we rate. In addition, we consider the performance of loans facilitated by the Funding Circle platform.

Securitisation as a funding tool for P2B loans

The P2B SME loan industry is growing quickly, and we expect that issuers will enter the asset-backed securities market in the near
future. By relying on securitisation as a funding source, P2B companies could increase their scale and attract investors. Investors
who cannot directly invest in P2B loans could do so indirectly through securitised holdings. Finally, securitisation would allow some
investors to use leverage to increase their exposure to P2B loans. To date, a small number of transactions with a total of$1.5 billion in
notes5 issued have closed in the US, with consumer or student loans as underlying collateral.

Securitisation may have a positive impact on P2B platforms

The securitisation of P2B loans can provide additional incentives for P2B platforms to raise their due diligence and origination standards
in order to be in line with the market's operational requirements and to achieve the standards expected by larger institutional
investors and financial counterparties. Cooperation between P2B platforms and large financial institutions can also positively affect the
alignment of interests in the securitised transactions backed by P2B-originated loans.
P2B platforms, such as Funding Circle, work in close cooperation with banks, hedge funds, other market participants that act as
anchor investors, as well as providers of various banking and non-banking specialist services that complement the activities of the P2B
platforms.
In addition to their partnership with P2B platforms outside of the securitisation context, banks and other financial institutions working
with P2B loans can act in several capacities within the framework of securitisation. Banks and financial institutions can act as funding
sources at the loan origination stage, provide warehouse facilities, invest in securitised debt, act as a lender of record for the securitised
assets, as account banks, as third-party servicers and as parties responsible for risk retention compliance.
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While P2B platforms often benefit from significant operating efficiency based on technology-driven solutions, their operational space
is relatively limited and capitalisation levels are quite low. The web-based origination process may also lack a more comprehensive
customer relations framework, which is present in bank lending.
On the other hand, large financial institutions operate in compliance with stricter prudential regulatory frameworks and have extensive
internal resources devoted to transaction checks and balances. Irrespective of the P2B origination channels used to assemble a
securitised portfolio, larger institutional players are likely to demand higher levels of due diligence and operational standards from
counterparties in structured finance transactions.
Institutional investors and a wider retail investor community may fund the P2B origination platform. Furthermore, large financial
institutions can hold equity stakes in P2B platforms, moving the platform from the classical P2B model rooted in crowdfunding
towards a hybrid P2B platform model. Equity stakes may also improve the alignment of interests in the structures, provided that the
institutional equity holder is exposed to losses that occur in the portfolio.
In our opinion, the involvement of larger financial institutions in P2B securitisations is likely to improve the standard of care,
information transparency, inter-party accountability and overall level of professionalism at every level of transactions with underlying
P2B SME loans.
In our credit analysis, we would endeavour to determine the extent to which any particular platform (hybrid or not) is geared towards
the mitigation of risk in P2B SME securitisation.
We would address pool characteristics, borrower profile and asset concentration in a manner consistent with our approach to
comparable SME securitisation transactions backed by SME loans originated through traditional channels, outside the P2B framework.6

Structural features of securitised P2B SME transactions are key rating determinants

While it is difficult to forecast the particularities of upcoming P2B SME securitisations, after our discussions with some market
participants, we observed that such transactions are likely to have similar structural features to those of typical balance sheet SME
securitisations:
»

Risk transfer through a true sale (however, some synthetic structures are also being considered);

»

Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually paying notes, with fixed or variable interest rates;

»

Tranched classes of notes with various risk and return profiles through subordination levels;

»

Two distinct waterfalls for interest and principal payments, with the sequential allocation of cash flows and the involvement of a
spread capture mechanism, or a combined interest and principal waterfall;

»

A cash reserve to provide a liquidity buffer or credit support; and

»

A hedging mechanism to mitigate potential interest-rate (and occasionally currency-related) mismatches.

Structural features in a traditional SME transaction can significantly affect the ratings of the notes and the level of credit enhancement
that supports a certain target rating. Typical features include:

4

»

Replenishable or static portfolios;

»

The availability of excess spread and a spread capture mechanism; and

»

Structural mitigants to address set-off and commingling risks, if any.
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Some features specific to the P2B universe may also be taken into account. For example, some platforms have introduced a provision
fund, which is financed through borrower fees. The fund addresses potential losses to investors as a result of borrower delinquencies
and defaults.7 Other platforms introduced insurance against borrower defaults, fraud and cyber crimes.8 These measures are
particularly notable given that, unlike traditional savings, P2B loans are not addressed in compensation schemes, such as the UK
Financial Services Compensation Scheme.

Asset transfer is an important part of our analysis

As part of our legal analysis of P2B securitisations, we would investigate the asset assignment mechanism, with a focus on the
transactional party acting as the lender of record of the originated loans. For example, we consider that some platforms will use thirdparty sponsor banks as lenders of record upon loan origination. Finance companies and credit institutions can also purchase assets
directly from P2B platforms. Alternatively, the origination process in the P2B transactional framework can also include a non-bank
lender that provides a wholesale funding source (a warehouse) and acts as the party responsible for compliance with risk retention
provisions. In theory, the transfer of SME debt to securitised portfolios could also be conducted on a fractional or whole-loan basis.
We consider that the legal opinion from a transaction's legal counsel would address various elements of the asset transfer mechanism,
such as true-sale validity, enforceability and retained loan warehousing risk, if any.

Our analytical approach will take into account potential limitations to the available historical data in
P2B portfolios

A key element of our credit analysis is projecting the expected default, recovery and the amount of cumulative net losses for the SME
loans over the pool's life. To project those losses, we examine the originator's available historical data and adjust it for factors that can
drive differing behaviour in the future.
As is the case in many SME-backed transactions, the underlying pool in P2B SME portfolios is likely to consist of well-diversified assets.
We may have data on some key characteristics of the individual assets but we may not have individual credit assessments on each
asset. Besides the relatively limited historical data, P2B SME pools are likely to have limited seasoning, significant exposure to smaller
players and variations in obligor quality.
The limited historical data usually presents challenges in determining the pool's default probability. In these cases, we determine a
transaction-specific default distribution as part of a comprehensive modelling approach. For example, as part of our analysis, we can
use a top-down approach to estimate the portfolio's mean probability of default. For more information about various elements of our
approach, please refer to “Moody’s Global Approach to Rating SME Balance Sheet Securitisation”, published in January 2015.
Having applied the top-down approach on a loan-by-loan level, we can determine a pool-specific cumulative probability of default
based on the loan-specific rating proxies and the loan’s weighted-average life (WAL),9 using our “Idealised Default Rate Table”.10
Ultimately, our weighted-average cumulative default rate assumption for the securitised portfolio is the exposure weighted-average of
the loan-specific cumulative default rates.

P2B loan pools may have shorter legal final maturities than traditional bank loan pools

Maturities of the assets in P2B SME pools may affect the related transactions' structural features. We anticipate that initial P2B
transaction portfolios will be static portfolios that amortise from closing. However, some structuring parties may aim to extend the
notes' maturity and incorporate a replenishable period, which normally lasts for two to three years in balance sheet SME transactions.
During the replenishment period, the issuer uses principal proceeds from the amortised and defaulted loans to purchase additional
loans.
For replenishable transactions, we may use separate assumptions for the initial and the replenished portfolios. These assumptions
reflect potential changes in the pool's composition over time, based on concentration limits that are applicable during the
replenishment period.
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Our assumptions will take into account P2B loan recoveries

We usually consider some of the following factors to determine our recovery rate assumptions:
»

Country-specific factors that may influence the recovery rate and that are external to the borrowers, such as the bankruptcy
regimes in each jurisdiction (which also affect asset foreclosure costs) and the macroeconomic environment.

»

Portfolio loan-by-loan analysis (when available) to better understand the securitised portfolio's collateral characteristics, such as
the economic lien, the type of collateral, the region in which the property is located, the property value, the loss-given-default
estimations, and the loan balance. For example, we typically assume a higher stress on the valuation of commercial real estate
properties, given their high cyclicality compared with that of residential assets. We also treat second (or higher) lien mortgage
loans, undeveloped urban land and loans guaranteed by personal guarantees in a similar way to unsecured loans, for which
we usually assume a lower recovery rate. Our recovery rate assumptions, which vary by loan type, can also provide a helpful
benchmark. The portfolio’s weighted-average stressed recovery rate is the weighted average of the stressed recovery rates of the
single loans in the portfolio, weighted by the outstanding amount of each loan.

»

Past performance and overall quality assessment of the originator and servicer, for example, considering inter alia work-out
procedures for non-performing loan receivables, property valuation standards, or the servicer’s strategy through the real estate
cycle, etc.

Our credit assessment will depend on loan-level information

Given the limited homogeneity of underlying SME loan receivable portfolios, we typically request loan-by-loan data, listing each single
asset included in the initial portfolio. We do so to assess the portfolio's credit quality. Our loan-by-loan data template provides further
details, including collateral characteristics, for Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA).11
Additionally, we need the following information to be able to assess the credit quality of the assets:
»

Borrower-by-borrower information regarding deposits, bonds and derivative contracts for the set-off risk analysis;

»

Amortisation profile of the portfolio/master amortisation schedule; and

»

Yield vector of the initial portfolio, i.e., the development of the weighted-average portfolio spread over the course of the
transaction. We need this information separately for fixed- and floating-rate loans.

Regional, industry and other concentrations also matter

If the P2B SME pool contains high borrower and industry concentrations, the associated volatility would be relatively high. To account
for potential concentration in a particular industry, or in one country and where a single lender originated the loans, we can further
stress our correlation framework for the pairwise asset correlation depending on (1) the overall portion of borrowers active in a given
industry sector and (2) the sector's cyclicality.

The experience of servicers, whether internal or outsourced, will be important for the creditworthiness
of P2B loan portfolios
We anticipate that securitisations of P2B loans will rely on third-party servicers. In the case of more universal platforms, the relevant
units within the platform itself will undertake servicing. As with other securitised SME transactions, the primary servicer may also be
supported by back-up servicing arrangements.
The servicer's relevant experience in the securitised asset class will be essential for a P2B SME securitisation. Our assessment of the
servicer in the P2B SME sector will address the ability of primary servicers to prevent defaults and maximise recoveries through their
collections, loss mitigation and loan administration practices. For loans secured on real estate collateral, we will also examine the
foreclosure timeline management.
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As part of our assessment, we evaluate servicers’ abilities in several major categories, including:
1. Collections – The servicer's ability to convert short-term delinquencies (delinquency pre-default definition deadline) into loans that
are current on their payments;
2. Loss minimisation – The servicer's ability to maintain payment streams from late-stage delinquencies by implementing work-out
programs, such as modifications and minor adjustments. For P2B loans secured on residential or commercial properties, we would
analyse the servicer's ability to foreclose on, and dispose of, properties in a timely manner to reduce foreclosure losses;
3. Asset administration – The servicer's ability to enter loans in the servicing system accurately and in a timely manner, to obtain and
track appropriate documentation, to track and allocate payments, to ensure that adequate insurance is maintained on the secured
collateral (where applicable) and to provide adequate reporting to investors; and
4. Servicer stability – The servicer's ability to continue to service the portfolio in the future.

Additional pool data verification measures are important for P2B SME pools

Parties in a securitisation that are responsible for the pool composition normally provide representations and warranties addressing
eligibility criteria compliance. Before closing, an independent party examines the pool and verifies various features of the securitised
assets.12 The format of this verification procedure and the produced report may vary from an agreed upon procedure letter to an auditlike report (see Appendix 2). We would also consider specifics of the asset class, collateral and the jurisdiction in our assessment of the
items that the independent third party verified.

The regulatory and compliance frameworks for P2B lending continue to develop

The UK regulatory environment is broadly favourable to P2B lending and is therefore unlikely to act as a constraint on the maximum
achievable ratings of UK P2B SME securitisations.
The P2B industry is an important element of growth in the UK's SME market. The government actively encourages alternative forms of
finance. As part of the regulatory response, the FCA has adopted a customised solution aimed to protect investors without inhibiting
the market's growth.
The Department of Business Innovation and Skills prepared the report “Boosting Finance Options for Businesses“ (The Breedon Report),
which analyses UK SME funding. Among its conclusions, the report states that “Given the anticipated growth in demand for finance
and the expected constraint on availability from banks and other sources, on our (Department’s) assumptions the finance gap could be
between c£84bn and c£191bn over the next five years”.
P2B lending presents a challenge to the regulators such as the FCA, which try to find a balanced approach to the regulation of smaller
players. On the one hand, the regulatory measures aim to ensure sufficient transparency and minimise the risk of reckless origination
practices. On the other hand, the costs of compliance with such measures are not meant to present an insurmountable burden for the
platforms.
P2B lending is designed to finance businesses with contributions from a large number of funding sources. It has been subject to lighter
FCA regulations than bigger financial institutions, or investor-based crowdfunding platforms that involve the issuance of unlisted
securities.
The FCA has recalibrated its volume-based capital requirements, which apply to large organisations. Until 31 March 2017, the fixed
minimum prudential requirement is £20,000. After 1 April 2017, the FCA will introduce its new volume-based framework (see Exhibit
2).
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Exhibit 2

Volume-Based Prudential Capital Requirements Applicable from 1 April 2017

0 - £50m
£50m - £250m
£250m - £500m
> £500m

0.20%
0.15%
0.10%
0.05%

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Disclosure requirements

Under the proposed framework, loan-based P2B platforms will need to submit regular reports to the FCA. The reports will outline their
overall financial position, quarterly origination volumes and complaints.
The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Activities Order and Financial Promotions Order) was amended to provide an
appropriate disclosure framework. In particular, the rules require platforms to provide sufficient information to investors.
In addition to the regulatory reporting requirements, market participants can legally exchange various credit information that
assists them in the origination and the monitoring of their existing borrower base. Although many platforms are already proactively
collaborating with a broad range of financial market participants, we expect that the P2B market will benefit from further improvement
in the sharing of credit information between banks and P2B lenders.
Additional reporting requirements will apply to platforms holding clients' money, including the rules outlined in the Clients Assets
Sourcebook (CASS) with a specific framework for reporting about “CASS medium” and “CASS large” companies.
To ensure the continuity of loan servicing, P2B platforms will benefit from the programs that ensure originated loans can be serviced
outside the context of securitisation until legal final maturity - notwithstanding scenarios of severe disruptions and the platform's
failure. As part of our analysis, we will examine the measures, systems and back-up facilities that are geared towards business
continuity in light of the particular profile of the relevant SME loans.
The regulatory landscape for P2B securitisation continues to evolve and may vary across countries. For example, legislators and
regulators in the UK are actively considering prospects and the potential impact of the securitisation of P2B SME loans on the
financial system and whether a new specific regulatory framework for P2Bsecuritisation is needed.13 We continue to monitor these
developments and will take them into account in our analysis of the overall environment for P2B securitisation transactions.
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Appendix 1: Funding Circle case study
Funding Circle provided us with the opportunity to analyse their portfolio in detail, which enabled us to illustrate the
underwriting process, portfolio characteristics and performance of the leading UK’s platform, whose share of the UK P2B
SME loan market is more than 80%.
The loan characteristics of Funding Circle's P2B loan portfolio are similar to those of the UK SME population, but are more granular
than traditional bank loan portfolios, with predominantly short-term loans to micro-enterprises.
Funding Circle was founded in August 2010. Among other investor groups that used the platform at a later stage, it allowed individuals
to lend to companies. The platform is a leading name and the pioneer of Britain's P2B SME platforms. As of February 2015, it has
facilitated the provision of approximately £495.7 million in loans to UK businesses.14 In addition, Funding Circle offers property finance
loans, which have been excluded from the study.
The number of companies with similar business models in the market is increasing. While these companies share similar characteristics,
the way they operate, carry their credit assessment and due diligence may differ substantially.
The characteristics of loans raised by Funding Circle generally reflect the UK SME sector profile (see Exhibit 3). Borrowers are
businesses established 11 years ago on average with an average turnover of £1.3 million, higher than the average for the UK SME
population, otherwise with characteristics comparable to those of the UK SME population in general. However, micro-enterprises, the
majority of borrowers on Funding Circle platform, constitute only a sub-segment of SME loan borrowers we typically see in SME loan
securitisations.
We have analysed the loan portfolio originated via Funding Circle platform, reaching a total of approximately £500 million raised since
mid-year 2010, with a current outstanding total of over £339.7 million.15
In the tables below, we contrast the characteristics of loans on Funding Circle platform against the UK business population as well as
against the SME loan collateral we see in a sample of UK ABS SME transactions we rate.16
Exhibit 3

Characteristics of Loans Facilitated by Funding Circle Versus UK SME Universe
Borrower-related attributes*

Funding Circle

Market reference

Age of business
Average size / turnover

60% less than 10 years
Average £1,255,212 (median £585,889)
53% micro enterprises
Well distributed across regions
Concentration on:
Professional, scientific technical (17.5%)
Construction (11.8%)
Retail (8.4%)
Business administration support services (6.9%)
Production (6.1%)

56% less than 10 years
Average turnover of UK SME is £671,500
88.3% micro enterprises
Similar distribution
Concentration on similar industries:
Professional, scientific technical (10.7%)
Construction (11.0%)
Retail (10.5%)
Business administration support services (11.4%)
Production (12.9%)

Obligor location
Obligor industry sector

* UK Business: activity, size and location, 2014, Office for National Statistics; relied for the age of business distribution of UK SMEs; for age of business data, provided directly by the
Office for National Statistics.
BSI business population estimates for the UK and regions 2014; data as of beginning of 2014; relied for size, regional and industry distribution of UK SMEs; Micro-enterprise is defined
as a company with less than 10 employees, includes sole proprietorships and partnerships consisting of only self-employed owner-manager(s), and companies consisting of only an
employee director.
Source: Moody’s Investors Service

Obligors of Funding Circle platform are well distributed across regions and industries, and are representative of the regional and sector
distribution of SMEs in the UK (see Exhibits 4 and 5).
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Exhibit 5

Regional Distribution of Portfolio Facilitated by Funding Circle and UK Industry Distribution of Portfolio Facilitated by Funding Circle and UK
SME Regional Distribution
SME Industry Distribution

Source: Funding Circle; Business population estimates for the UK and regions 2014

Source: Funding Circle; Business population estimates for the UK and regions 2014, SIC07 codes,
mapping for Funding Circle portfolio is based on obligor self-reported values for limited companies
only (92% of the total SME portfolio originated via Funding Circle platform)

On average, companies borrowed £56,700 seeking finance for working capital or expansion. This, in turn, represents the lower end of
the loan size offered by banks. Indeed, such smaller-scale lending is the least cost-effective for the traditional lenders to originate and
underwrite. In addition, the loan portfolio facilitated by Funding Circle consists mostly of unsecured loans; these loans are extended
for 3.6 years on average, as Exhibit 6 shows. Banks would often lend on a collateralised basis. Collateralised loans in ABS portfolios are
often triple in size and granted for a much longer term. Such portfolios often include loans with bullet or balloon repayment and bear
mostly floating-rate coupons, in contrast to plain-vanila fixed rate, monthly amortising loans facilitated by Funding Circle platform.
Exhibit 6

Characteristics of Loans Facilitated by Funding Circle Versus UK SME Loan Universe and UK ABS SME Portfolios
Loan related attributes*

Funding Circle

Market reference

Average loan size

£56,700 at origination
£38,800 currently outstanding
Loan purpose
Expansion and growth (48%); working capital (39%); asset purchase
(6%); other (7%)
Loan type
Term loan
Principal payment profile
Amortising repayment profile
Principal payment frequency Monthly payment frequency
Interest rate type
Fixed-rate
Loan term
3.65 years
Collateral

Unsecured loans, backed by personal guarantee from directors
concerned (98%); secured loans with fixed or floating charges (1%)

£129,000 currently outstanding
Data not available
Term loan, overdraft facilities, revolving credits lines
Amortising or bullet repayment profile (85%/15%)
Monthly or quarterly payment frequency
Floating-rate / fixed-rate (80%/20%)
Varies, depending on the level of collateralisation, but
generally longer-term, up to 16 years
Lending often on a secured basis

* Market reference is the portfolio data provided for three ABS of SME loans transactions we rate. Such data may not be fully representative of the market as underlying collateral is a
fraction of the total UK SME loan volume. Furthermore, portfolio profiles are shaped by transaction-specific eligibility criteria.
Source: Moody's Investors Service
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SMEs turn to Funding Circle for quick turnaround of their loan applications, some of them would not get loan elsewhere for
various reasons…
A survey performed by Nesta17 on a sample of companies on Funding Circle platform, shows that the key reason that companies apply
for a loan via Funding Circle is the speed of securing finance. Interestingly, 60% of the companies in the sample attempted to secure a
bank loan before approaching Funding Circle. They explain that the bank applications were not completed because (1) the process took
too long and was expensive; or (2) others reached the upper lending limit or lacked collateral to secure the loan; with 5% claiming that
poor credit history would make them unlikely to get a bank loan.
…They face “vetting” based on minimum eligibility criteria and internal risk model
Funding Circle follows a defined underwriting process. Businesses using Funding Circle must typically have a profitable trading record
of at least two years, no loss history for any consecutive two years, no CCJs,18 must present three months bank statements, and filed
or management accounts where they exist. Once the loan application meets Funding Circle minimum criteria, also related to loan
and business size, an underwriting team reviews it according to the underwriting guideline book. Businesses that pass this stage are
assigned a risk rating based on the Funding Circle internal model. Credit risk is assessed using this data, alongside publically available
credit scoring information from providers such as Experian.
Alternative finance companies, such as Funding Circle, may be less well placed to make a credit judgment than long-established
traditional lenders, which is inherent in the seasoning of their business and restrained access to credit information. The lending
platform's focus on efficiency is achieved by means of technology; their internal risk model evolves and is likely to improve over time.
Exhibit 7

Key Features of Funding Circle Underwriting Criteria Versus Credit Policies of Well-Established Lenders
Key underwriting criteria

Funding Circle

Market reference

Key origination channels

Various
Funding Circle operates without physical distribution
network
Yes
Initially external credit assessment relied upon, in
conjunction with the scorecard assessment
The underwriting evolved over time alongside increased
availability of data

Extensive branch network, brokers, online

Debtor data verification
Key origination criteria

Model outcome
Debt coverage or cash flow
analysis

Yes
Credit and behavioural scoring models calibrated on extensive
data available to established UK financial institutions
Credit policies of well-established lenders typically stipulate risk
related loan approval authority levels depending on loan size and
risk bands; for more risky credits committee credit sanctioning is
common

Credit scoring model is currently used which is calibrated
on four and half years of data*
Model not approved by the regulator
Regulatory approved model
1-Year PD, segment estimates for LGD
1-Year PD
Affordability of a loan is assessed by the underwriting
Yes
team, as well is the debt coverage; set of guidelines, not
a rule-based framework
Cash flow generation capabilities of the business assessed

* Data on rejected applicants is accounted for in model calibrations. Number of borrowers in older vintages is proportionally low. See exhibit 11 for reference.
The model predicts the default behaviour of each borrower relying on credit bureau information, including Delphi score or CreditSafe, payment behaviour; on financial metrics such
as gearing, profitability and debt coverage; consumer credit scores and credit history for individuals providing personal guarantees; as well on loan affordability measures such as loan
amount to turnover.
Source: Moody's Investors Service

The exhibits below show the distribution of loans facilitated by Funding Circle across its risk bands, together with the realised 12-month
default rates per risk band for loans originated during 2012-2013.
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Exhibit 8

Exhibit 9

Origination per Funding Circle Risk Grades

12-Month Default Rates per Funding Circle Risk Grades, 2012-2013
Origination

Source: Funding Circle

*C risk band was introduced in October 2011 and C- risk band was introduced in July 2013
Source: Funding Circle

The median Delphi Score19 for the analysed portfolio of limited companies, which accounts for 92% of total SME loan amounts
facilitated by Funding Circle, is 79, with 80% of companies with a score above 50 at the time of loan origination. Therefore, according
to the Experian assessment, the vast majority of loans originated via Funding Circle platform are deemed to be average risk borrowers
or better. The distribution of Funding Circle-originated loans across the Delphi Score range compares favourably with the market, as
Exhibit 10 shows. However, Exhibit 10 depicts the Funding Circle portfolio distribution across the scores assigned to each business three
months prior to a loan origination while for the UK population the scores are as of June 2014.
Exhibit 10

Distribution of Portfolio (Limited Companies) Across Delphi Score Range Versus Distribution of UK Businesses*

*Delphi Score was assigned to limited companies in the portfolio of Funding Circle three months prior to loan origination. For the UK business population, the Delphi Score is as of June
2014.
Source: Funding Circle
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It is too early to draw conclusions on the quality of underwriting evidenced by loan performance…
As of 15 February 2015, 8,745 SME loans were facilitated by the Funding Circle platform; 83% were still outstanding and current, 3.0%
defaulted and 0.7% were in arrears, while 13.0% had repaid. Performance data is easily attainable; however, given very short seasoning
for the analysed portfolio, the analysis of its performance cannot be conclusive.
Indeed, approximately 84.4% of the total origination from inception consists of loans facilitated since 2013, with over half of loans
originated last year, as Exhibit 11 shows.
Exhibit 11

Loans Facilitated by Funding Circle per Year of Origination

Source: Funding Circle

In most cases, Funding Circle would consider a loan as defaulted if it is three months in arrears. Exhibit 12 below shows the default
rates and exhibit 13 below shows the loss rates for loans originated via the Funding Circle platform.
Exhibit 12

Default Rate of Funding Circle Origination

Source: Funding Circle
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Exhibit 13

Loss Rate of Funding Circle Origination

Source: Funding Circle

…However, some preliminary observations can be made
»

Exhibit 12 above shows loan performance commensurate with the mid single-B default probability rating range for the 2010 and
2011 vintages, and low Ba-range for other vintages.

»

The performance of a SME loan portfolio of a UK originator of securitised SME loans is commensurate with a mid-Ba default
probability rating two years after the origination; however, the performance of the Funding Circle portfolio observed two years
after the origination was commensurate with the high single-B to low Ba default probability rating depending on the vintage.
Notably, default definitions differ and may have an impact on realised defaults.

»

The analysis of Experian’s Delphi Score annual migrations for the SME population in the UK to the insolvency grade leads to an
approximately 6% annual default probability (mid single-B). Out of the total loans originated via the Funding Circle platform over
the past 5 years, almost 3% defaulted within a year from the date of origination (low Ba). These statistics may not be directly
comparable as the UK migrations show an annual default rate at a specific point in time, while the analysis of Funding Circle
defaults is for a specified time period post origination.

In addition to limitations as described above, we note that comparing default estimates across various sources has its limitations. As
mentioned, default definitions differ from one source to another. Furthermore, the characteristics of companies analysed may differ;
therefore, the population may not be fully comparable.
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Appendix 2

In case of a securitised pool of P2B SME loans in EMEA, the agreed upon procedure report may include the following:
1. Loan identifier
2. Borrower identifier
3. Borrower group identifier
4. Borrower location
5. Borrower turnover (or equivalent)
6. Identification of industry sector (e.g., NACE Code)
7. Current loan balance
8. Origination date
9. Maturity date
10. Loan weighted average life
11. Loan in arrears (number of days)
12. Loan margin
13. Loan interest rate base rate/type
14. Principal payment frequency
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Moody's Related Research
Methodologies Used:
»

Moody’s Global Approach to Rating SME Balance Sheet Securitizations, January 2015 (SF393152)

»

Originator Assessment in EMEA ABS Auto/Consumer Finance, SME and Lease Transactions, May 2014 (SF358897)

»

Historical Default Data Analysis for ABS Transactions in EMEA, December 2012 (SF64042isf)

»

Global Structured Finance Data Quality Evaluation Approach, March 2015 (SF396500)

»

Global Structured Finance Operational Risk Guidelines, June 2013 (SF328657)

Sector Comment:
»

Peer-to-Peer Loan Securitizations Pose Well-Understood Credit Risks, June 2014 (171305)

To access any of these reports, click on the entry above. Note that these references are current as of the date of publication of this
report and that more recent reports may be available. All research may not be available to all clients.
Moody’s publishes a weekly summary of structured finance credit, ratings and methodologies, available to all registered users of our
website, at www.moodys.com/SFQuickCheck .
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Endnotes
1 In an investment-based model, people invest directly or indirectly in new or established businesses by buying shares or debt securities, or units in an
unregulated collective investment scheme. In a loan-based model, people lend money to individuals or businesses in the hope of a financial return in the
form of interest payments and a repayment of capital over time (this excludes some business-to-business loans). Definitions are based on the consultation
paper “FCA's regulatory approach to crownfunding (and similar activities)”, October 2013.
2 See European Peer-To-Peer Lending Developments Are Credit Positive for SMEs and Consumers , February 2015.
3 See Trends in lending , Bank of England, October 2014.
See Disintermediation in Europe continues even as banks achieve more stable financial footing, December 2014.
4 See Peer to Peer Loan Securitisations Pose Well Understood Credit Risks, June 2014.
5 The three US platforms whose loans have been securitised are Lending Club, Social Finance, Inc (SoFi) and Prosper.
6 See Moody’s Global Approach to Rating SME Balance Sheet Securitizations , January 2015.
7 E.g. Provision fund at RateSetter.
8 E.g. LendingWorks Shield – introduced by Lending Works.
9 See Appendix 2 of the “Moody’s Global Approach to Rating SME Balance Sheet securitisation” SF393152.
10 See Appendix 8 of the “Moody’s Global Approach to Rating SME Balance Sheet securitisation” SF393152.
11 Please note that on 3 January 2013, the loan-level data reporting requirements for SME transactions used for repo transactions with the European Central
Bank (ECB) came into force.
12 For more information regarding the AUP reports please see Identifying Key Aspects of Pool AUP Reports in EMEA Structured Finance and Covered Bond
Transactions.
13 House of Lords Debates, Lords Hansard, 06.01.2015, Questions from Lord Mendelson http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201415/ldhansrd/
text/150106w0002.html.
14 As of 15 February 2015.
15 As of 15 February 2015.
16 Three transactions backed by £3.2 billion of SME loans.
17 Nesta, the National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts, is the UK’s innovation foundation. We relied on Nesta’s publications: i) “Banking on
each other, peer to peer lending to business: evidence from Funding Circle” published in 2013 as well as “Understanding alternative finance” published in
2014 Nesta produced together with University of Cambridge.
18 CCJs are county court judgements issued after a failure by an individual or a company to repay debt when due, recorded in its' credit history for predefined period of time.
19 Delphi Score is an indication of the creditworthiness of a business. For further details, see http://www.experian.co.uk/consumer-information/what-aredelphi-scores.html.
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